After Candling
Label each chick container and know where it is, at all times

Hatchtrack automated barcoding technology
minimises data entry while allowing you to record

Processing
In the chick room, a wireless scanner and a Hatchtrack
PC with label printer are available.

every event in the hatchery journey. Hatchtrack
automatically gathers data that supports effective
stock management, from egg ordering through to
delivery of day-old chicks. Our system also allows
you to boost productivity, reduce errors and cut
costs. An integrated report designer offers a range of
options for presenting information to management,
customers, auditors and other users.

Hatchtrack. Knows where your chick goes.

The Eggs Cargo Identifiers (ECI) of the dollies are
scanned before processing. Batch information can
be sent to a processing machine for vaccination
or counting. Results per batch are fed back into
Hatchtrack.

Labelling
Chick container labels containing all relevant batch
information are printed manually or automatically
using the correct label layout for each customer.
To maintain traceability of chicks, dollies with chick
boxes must be labelled with a unique ID. For this,
Hatchtrack uses a dedicated Hatchtrack PC with
label printer.
Setting up the correct product, sales or production
order, as well as other data to be printed on the label,
also determines label layout.
Whenever a dolly is fully packed with chick boxes, the
operator pushes a button and a label is printed with
the correct layout and a unique ID, both in text and in
barcode.
The unique ID as well as the origin of the chicks at
this dolly are now stored in the Hatchtrack database.

Benefits

• Improves administration and decision making
• Processing results sorted by position in
hatchery, allowing result optimization as well as
problem detection and solving

• Stock management for processed chicks
• No manual data entry errors
• Labelling of chick boxes with correct label layout
per product and customer

• Data synchronisation with existing ERP systems
for invoicing
Hatchtrack is a flexible, easy and secure method of
tracking and tracing hatching eggs and day-old chicks
Shipping

at every hatchery stage. The technology, based on

To complete traceability, processed day-old chicks

verification software, barcode tags and tag readers,

can be connected to their destination during shipping.

makes it easy to exchange data with hatchery

A Bill Of Loading can be generated, printed and/or

management and existing ERP systems.

synchronized to an ERP or sales invoicing system.

Would you like to know more about our integrated
solutions and the benefits they can deliver for your

A Hatchtrack PC with one or more wireless scanners

operations? Want to discuss your own requirements or

can be installed at the dispatch department. A label

challenges, or find out how we can help you?

printer is connected to the dispatch computer for
printing new labels if needed.

Get in touch today!
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